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Free Firefox is one of the most popular web browsers for every platform. Also might try User Agent swather to fool the crazy Web! Cons It's not a web browser, it's a crash test dummy. To download FIREFOX FOR MAC 10.5 8, click on the Download button.
Firefox for mac 10.5 8. Firefox For Mac 10.6.8. Also might test User Broker swather to trick the. Functions can be added through add-ons, created by third-party developers, of which there is a wide selection, a feature that has attracted many of Firefox's users.
Mozilla Firefox is a cross-platform browser, providing support for various versions of Microsoft Windows, Mac OS X, and Linux. Firefox Features. Improved Tabbed Browsing; Spell Checking.

FireFox Focus, an application developed by Mozilla for smartphones, is a smart web browser that keeps your privacy intact while you are surfing the world wide web. Comes with an extremely user -friendly interface, Firefox Focus is the safest smartphone
browser in the market.

The browser, unlike other typical web browsers, blocks out all web trackers and crawlers from accessing your browsing history, personal information, and social media data. After you are done surfing, you can easily delete your history and keep the browser and
clean as new.

Currently, FireFox Focus is only available as a smartphone application in the Google Play Store and the Apple Store. However, if you have to download firefox focus for desktop PC, you will require an emulator to do so. The steps for the same are elaborated
below in this guide.
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Download FireFox Focus For PC (Windows 10/8/7)

1. Smartphone apps such as Firefox Focus can be downloaded on your PC quite easily with the help of an emulator. The emulator emulates the Android smartphone settings on to the PC and replicates the user-interface of the same. Since this app is available in
the Google Play Store, it can be downloaded using an Android emulator.

2. The recommended emulator is BlueStacks. It is the most widely used Android emulator currently. You can download the emulator from the BlueStacks official website. Any other emulator should also serve the purpose but make sure it is virus-free. Nox Player
is a good alternative to BlueStacks.

3. Launch the emulator after you have downloaded and installed it. As soon as the emulator opens up, you will notice its user interface to match that of an Android smartphone.

4. Go to the home page of the emulator, locate the Google Play Store icon, and launch it.

5. At this stage, you will be asked to log in to the store as you are accessing the store for the first time from your PC. If you do not have an existing Play Store account, you can create one instantly.

6. Once you have successfully logged in to the store, you will be able to browse and download the apps there. Go to the Search bar and search for FireFox Focus for windows. The app will instantly appear as a search result.

7. Click on the Install button next to the app. FireFox Focus will be downloaded on your emulator.

Download FireFox Focus for MAC using an iOS emulator

1. The recommended iOS emulator for this purpose is iPadian or MobiOne Studio. Both these emulators are virus-free, efficient, and reliable to use. The download links to the emulators can be found on their company websites respectively. The emulator here
replicates the iPhone user interface on your PC.

2. Once you have downloaded and installed the emulator of your choice, launch it. If the user interface of the emulator does not match the interface of an iPhone, uninstall the current emulator and repeat the steps with a new one.

3. From the home page of the emulator, open up the App Store. You will instantly be directed to a login page. Since you are entering the store for the first time from your PC, this login step is mandatory to download any app. You can either use an existing Apple
account to sign in or create a new one.

4. Once you have successfully logged in to the store, you will get unrestricted access to browse and download the apps there.
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5. Go to the search bar at the top of the window and search for FireFox Focus for mac. The app will appear. Install it on your emulator and launch it to enjoy seamless videos!

Key features of FireFox Focus for PC

· FireFox Focus is known for its privacy settings wherein your online data is safely preserved and protected within the application.

· The application automatically blocks out advertisements and web trackers from tracking down your history and browsing data.
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· Being a subsidiary of Mozilla FireFox, FireFox Focus can be completely trusted when it comes to keeping your data safe.

· After you are done surfing, you can simply remove all of your history, cookies, and saved passwords with a few clicks.

· As FireFox Focus does not entertain advertisements, web pages require less data to load. It indirectly makes surfing a lot faster compared to other browsers.
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As featured in:

Firefox, the award-winning web browser, is now faster, more secure, and fully customizable to your online life.

Firefox Free Download For Mac

Firefox empowers you to accomplish your online activities faster, more safely and efficiently than any other browser, period. Built with Tab browsing, popup blocking and a number of other seamless innovations, Firefox stands out ahead.
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The wait is over. Firefox empowers you to browse faster, more safely and more efficiently than with any other browser.

What's New:

 New Click-to-play blocklisting implemented to prevent vulnerable plugin versions from running without the user's permission (see blog post)
 New Mac OS X 10.8: Support for Notification Center
 Changed Updated Awesome Bar experience with larger icons
 Developer JavaScript Maps and Sets are now iterable
 Developer SVG FillPaint and StrokePaint implemented
 Developer Improvements that make the Web Console, Debugger and Developer Toolbar faster and easier to use
 Developer New Markup panel in the Page Inspector allows easy editing of the DOM
 HTML5 Sandbox attribute for iframes implemented, enabling increased security
 Fixed Over twenty performance improvements, including fixes around the New Tab page
 Fixed Pointer lock doesn't work in web apps (769150)
 Fixed Page scrolling on sites with Fixed headers (780345)

Known Issues

 Unresolved If you try to start Firefox using a locked profile, it will crash (see 573369)
 Unresolved For some users, scrolling in the main GMail window will be slower than usual (see 579260)
 Unresolved Windows: The use of Microsoft's System Restore functionality shortly after updating Firefox may prevent future updates (see 730285)
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Recent Mozilla Firefox Beta for Mac news


 Latest Firefox could save battery life on your laptop


 368 votes

 Experience cutting edge features but with more stability.
o Freeware
o Windows/macOS/Linux


 36 votes

 Experience the newest innovations in a stable environment.
o Freeware
o Linux


 74 votes

 Download Opera today to get the fastest and most powerful web browser available and make the most of your time online.
o Freeware
o Windows/macOS/Linux
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